
Invitation to a partial agreement on international 
cooperation in the development of space assets and 
resources

International Coopered to create spacecraft's with large civilizations ships  
designed for flying among the stars.

Invitation to the country:

Australia, Brasilia, China, Canada, India, Japan, Mexico, Russia, Singapore, USA,  
Emp. of Diamond (is future legal redress for France, Germany, the Netherlands),  
then maybe other governments who will show interest in cooperation and at the same  
time  they  acknowledge  their  own  technological  standards  for  international  
cooperation on this project.

Author of the project, the founder: 

Name: Peter
Surname: Gottwald
Citizenship: Czech rep.
Profession: European Political Prisoner
Future Profession: King of W.D. and E.D.
Signature: 

Mr. Gottwald Petr

Invitation to International cooperation



I thank each of you for taking your attention to my offer. Thank you very much and I  
look forward your interest. Your concern is convenient for your country and the  
nation, for your political and national values. Values together, international and 

values which relate to the direction of your future. 
The invitation is designed to work by and you will appreciate. Cooperation which is  

zalzoena today the fair values that are based on research of real values.

Basic description of cooperation

This document is an invitation to a project that is dedicated to the development of 
space technology and communication to create a shared common good benefit. It is 
an  offer  to  work  for  us  to  ensure  greater  international  cooperation,  better  social 
relations and certainty of our future. Cooperation for us opens many new possibilities 
for communicating with cosmic civilizations, the development of civilization in space 
and making many new world step in human history. Joint development steps that are 
economically beneficial for us and indispensable. This is an invitation that is intended 
for the government of the country of Australia, Brasilia, China, Canada, India, Japan, 
Mexico,  Russia,  Singapore,  USA,  Emp.  of  Diamond  (is  future  legal  redress  for 
France, Germany, the Netherlands), then maybe other governments who will show 
interest  in  cooperation  and  at  the  same  time  they  acknowledge  their  own 
technological standards for international cooperation on this project.
Our cooperation can be based on many targets. It is possible to obtain the cooperation 
of  GDP increase  in  each  of  our  country,  an  increase  of  €  trillion  for  all  of  us. 
Improvement of common technologies,  extending civilization and political  values. 
High pride among humanity. As the first step of our cooperation will create a joint 
agreement on ownership and share of investments.
Our  investments  from  governments,  from  business  and  research  or  industrial 
companies, other businesses and investors. At the same time the agreement on the 
property which is designed and developed by a joint force and work.
Cooperation which is based on our cooperation and support, joint ownership and use 
of  modern  technology.  Technology  and  values  which  are  now  among  the  most 
significant and best. Technology that may be in the future revolutionize the entire 
world. Along with co which is based on sharing a common building the value of 
which is headed for joint management and cooperation.
Then we will begin construction of a common renewable resource and production 
laboratory.  Create  our  own  industrial  zone  and  the  production  of  materials, 
technologies and other raw materials. Immediately in the first phase it is possible to 
use industrial values and information of each of us and our country. Knowledge of 
industrial  Sistema,  technologies,  production  processes,  knowledge  of  scientific 
information.  It  is  certain  that  our  cooperation  will  be  conducted  under  the  joint 
agreement, according to the rules, each owner can set their own personal right. For 
example,  trading  rights  or  confidentiality  agreement.  We  then  create  a  scientific 
research  and  advice  that  will  act  as  the  main  partition  management  and  project 



development in the direction of technological development. As a further objective 
will be to create a plan for spacecraft with large civilizations ships designed for flying 
among the stars. Joint production spacecraft will be made at an average distance of 
8.000 to 10.000 km from the planet Earth. Common industrial area which is made in 
orbit around planet earth.
The complex will  be equipped with special transportation that allows us to travel 
between the industrial zone and the planet Earth. Is it possible to use my design on 
technology in the frequency thousands of times each day, for example, the transfer of 
several hundred tons (one hundred thousand kilograms-one tonne).
We  will  soon  create  a  common  orbital  city  that  will  function  as  the  human 
civilization. Human civilization which is based on industrial infrastructure, sources of 
raw materials for production, sources of energy to operate and a source of food for 
existence soon as possible sources of water and other necessities for our survival. The 
industrial zone will  be created for laboratory production of raw materials that are 
designed for the development of orbital and then for the development of civilization 
space ships.
This city Orbital will use the industrial production of metals and alloys for processing 
a specially designed technology. Orbital city receives its own zone for the production 
of  electronics  and  other  technology  or  other  installation  processors  using 
supercomputers.
Orbital city can farm uses biological cells and other bacteria that are beneficial for 
traffic and industry. Subsequent energy sources and other values.
Soon it may come as production of water and or other similar sources. Orbital city 
will  have  strong  functions  and  high  tech  modern  chemical  laboratory.  The 
laboratories that are interested in the development of industry and technology or other 
equipment,  especially  getting the most  scientific  information.  Soon we can create 
graviton and other many special particles in reactor's to energy.
Laboratories will be created from the latest technology and equipment to develop the 
best success.
Laboratories will often use super computers that can improve the work of rapid value. 
Super computer which can make billions or trillions of motives in the second. At the 
time  when  we  will  for  sure  possess  a  strong  foundation  for  the  full  industrial 
operation, then we can create a much more significant steps.
The first step is to create a new space civilization boat for traveling between the stars 
in  the  galaxy.  It  will  be  a  ship  containing  civilizational  networks,  industrial  and 
replication  equipment,  internal  transport  network  for  the  population  and  android 
units, commercial networks, residential zones, zones for health, recreation, industry 
and employment, science and research, stronger network traffic and energy sources or 
cell  nurseries  and  other  agricultural  commodities.  Soon  there  will  be  boats  for 
populations of 10,000 to 1,000,000 people. Some Starships will be able to travel at a 
speed greater than the speed of light. I have today even theoretical plan for speed 230 
bilion kilometers per hour.
If we meet and begin our cooperation, we can create one of the important club that 
launched the expansion of human society into space and made the biggest step in the 
history of mankind.



Therefore,  we  can  become  people  who  first  may  reported  the  operation  of  The 
Universal government for space territory. Steps that enhance the value of our country 
for at least several trillion euros. The steps which give us a strong preponderance 
against  others.  The  steps  which  give  us  the  best  technological  advances  for  our 
civilization. This may be a step in the future will unite all humankind on planet Earth 
and in space. These are steps that can be important in the future for several thousand 
years and more. We can create many important steps and strongly increase the value 
of  our  policies  and  values  of  our  country,  Trilions  Eur  (Ml.-Mlrd-Bln.-Blrd-Trl.-
Trlrd.).  If  we meet  and begin  our  cooperation,  we can create  one  of  the  biggest 
association that launched the expansion of human society into space and made the 
biggest step in the history of mankind.
We  can  work  together  by  common  agreement  which  is  based  on  an  equivalent 
politics, democracy and the rights of each owner who is legal.

Pictures of the basic sketch of cosmic civilization boat.

Basic scheme of Cosmic Ship:

Structur

Civilization  zone-Genetic  zone-Robotic  zone-Material  reproduction  zone-Motor  in  
centrum with Graviton.

O.NP of Ship



Teleportation of particles and energy - Central deck- SuperPC's - Grow Energy plant  
-  Robotic  room  -  Robotic  replycation  room  -  store  and  transport  materials  –  
Manufactury - laboratory based on the production of element for the emergence of a  
powerful New civilization in the form of replicating materials - power energy plant  
-Internet and Inter comunication or Intra Net

1.NP of Ship

Central  deck  -  Production  atmospheres  -  Production  waters  -  Production  of  
electronic - Production and cell replication- Production and replication materials -  
research  laboratories  -  Physical,  chemical  and  particle  laboratory  -  Storage  of  
materials and ramp for transport out - Position the probe output to space - Research  
zona genetics and GMO - Multi large Hadron Collider(3time's) - Digital Library and  
super computers

2.NP of Ship

Central deck – Observatory and Radar's – Electro power plant's  – Super PC's –  
Digital room - dining room and kitchen – Garden - container for food - laboratory  
and growing room for gene and cell's - genetic banks

3.NP of Ship



Central deck – Escalator – Observatory and radar's – Living room's – Sport room –  
Slepp room – Garden – Doctor and Super PC – Hospital – Port to pacient from Out  
prostor

*The proposal for spacecraft is a basic type and the basic schema. This spaceship  
is intended for research crew of 10 to 100 people. Our plan is directed for making  
the crew of the population in the form of civilization, a hundred thousand to one  
million people.

Link to the Cannon for transport beetwen the Star's and Galaxies:
Part 1:
http://ulozto.cz/xL6HJuX2/img-901132611-0001-1-pdf
Part 2:
http://ulozto.cz/xM1abrxC/document-star-travel-part-ii-pdf
* Used for transport between the planet Earth and an orbital city.

Constitution to the Univerzal Government:
http://ulozto.cz/x8saGNny/constitution-of-the-univ-gov-pdf
*The Constitution is my only offer, which is not related to the project.

At the End of the invitations, I will also be like for your cooperation and certainly 
welcome a joint  agreement.  They are  for  us the agreement  which are  one of  the 
biggest step's of the history of mankind today and in the future a few hundred to a 
thousand years. Therefore, it is certain that our cooperation must be based on trust 
and certainties. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure the elimination of terrorism from 
European  countries  and  to  promote  My  World  Diamond  design,  common 
sovereighnity around some of part's in Europe, International government with steps 
accorded to Right and Justice. It is advantageous proposal for all of us. It is certain 
that some country governments will have canceled membership so that they support 
the European terrorism and illegal movements.
In this letter, I thank you for your time and willingness for cooperation. Thank you  
for every step for a better future for humanity and I wish you good luck! 

Signature of Autor:
Mr. Gottwald Peter

@petergottwald
peter.gottwald@laposte.net
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www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz
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